9:45-10:30am

10A4

Microsoft Advanced Threat Analysis at LANL

Cyber Transformation at CNS Points & Y-12

Data Security - Achieving a Zero Day Environment: Proactive vs. Reactive

Cloud Formation: Developing Infrastructure as Code

Clouds: The New Normality

A tale of: Why Agile Software Development is a Government Setting

Centralized Automated Access Management

[Continued]

10:30-11:15am

10C4

Technical Overview of Credential Spawning at LANL

Implementing the RMF Lifecycle in Service Now

A Transformational Reporting Portal: A Really Promising Idea

[Continued]

10B4

LANS Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) Initiatives

The Evolution of a Social Agile Enterprise Architecture

The Evolution to testing: the transition from manual to automated

Extrema Makeover: Reporting Addition. Seven Reporting Strategies that Deliver Action!

LAN’s Fiber and Network Infrastructure Upgrade

Risk Secure Enable - Enabling Sensitive Content Collaboration in the Cloud

[Continued]

11:15am-12:00pm

10A5

LANL’s Safeweb Project

Two-Factor Authentication at BNL Replacing RSA with Duo

Enabling Users to Run Services with Full Privileges as their Best Friend

PKI: Public Key Password Encryption Using Standard Issuance

Protecting the Nation’s Critical Infrastructure

Valuing every data, every data, every data

LAN Clot First Working Group: Strategies, Frameworks, Programs and Approaches

Cloud Protecting the Nation’s Critical Infrastructure

[Continued]

Lunch, Hall A1

12-1pm

Two Factor Authentication at BNL Replacing RSA with Duo

Bringing Learning culture out of the Information & Operations Team

[Continued]

Wednesday, May 23

10:45-11:30am

Shared Datacenter to Managed Datacenter

Approaches and Tools for Testing Web Services

IT-driven Architecture Brings Cost Savings

What can we help you with?

11:15am-12:00pm

Rapid Update Deployments

Bringing Learning culture out of the Information & Operations Team

[Continued]
Thursday, May 24

8:45-8:15 am  Breakfast, Hall A1
8:15-8:30 am  Announcements, Hall A1

8:30-9:15

10:00-10:15  Break/Transportation
10:15-11:00

11:00-11:45

11:45-12:45  Lunch and Goodbye, Hall A1

12:00-4:00

1:00-3:00  National Laboratories Enterprise Architects Working Group (Contact: Brian Vladimiroff)

InterLab Business Relationship Management (BRM) Council (Contacts: Phil George and Phil Kuhlman) Founded at NLLT 2015 and has met regularly since. Leveraging BRM Concepts, we learn from each other by sharing work practices and experiences, focused on how best to position

Future Laboratory Computing Working Group (Ajirjan Shankar)

Send In The Clouds 16 Tons Small Town Big Data Every Which Way But Loose Mammas...Scientists Welcome to the Future OA Along Little Users Test Drive 'Em! All Kinds of Kinds Convoy Something To Talk About